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18 October 2001

Professor Richard Snape
Presiding Commissioner
Inquiry into Price Regulation of
Airport Services
Productivity Commission
Locked Bag 2
Collins Street East
Melbourne   Vic   8003

Dear Professor Snape

PRICE REGULATION OF AIRPORT SERVICES: DRAFT REPORT

We are in receipt of a copy of the Draft Report issued by you in August, 2001
and note that you have invited comment upon it within the Commission’s
public inquiry process.

This letter is a response to that invitation for comment.

The writer is a Director of the Regional Aviation Association of Australia Ltd.
(or ‘RAAA’ previously known as the Regional Airlines Association of
Australia Ltd.) and in that capacity met you, Dr Neil Byron and others on the
Commission’s team for this Inquiry when you invited preliminary comment
from representatives of the RAAA earlier this year.

This letter is not written on behalf of the RAAA nor do we purport to
represent the views of the RAAA on the issues we canvass in this letter.
However we do draw upon the writer’s strategic knowledge of the Australian
domestic aviation sector as well as his long experience in responding to the
law and policy requirements of the aviation sector both in Australia and
overseas.

The Terms of Reference to which the Draft Report responds carry a special
focus on the situation arising by reason of the imminent expiry of the first five
years after the establishment of the current prices regulations in 1997. The
requirement for new regulatory arrangements in the succeeding period is a
matter which directly affects the leased airports regulated under the Airports
Act 1996. But it also indirectly affects every other airport in Australia and
therefore it is a matter of importance for the regions of Australia, and for the
Government’s regional policies.

This important impact on the regions and regional policies of Australia has
been largely overlooked in the Draft Report.



Since the Draft Report was issued in August the Minister for Financial Services and
Regulation, Minister Joe Hockey has issued new instruments under the Prices
Surveillance Act 1983 to alter the prices oversight arrangements that apply at the core
regulated airports with effect from 5 October 2001. In announcing this decision the
Minister said,

“Some airports have indicated that they are facing financial pressures as a result of the
suspension of Ansett’s operations and reduced global demand for aviation services. The
Government accepts that it would be difficult for airports to adjust aeronautical services
to compensate for reduced traffic flows, and still comply with the current price oversight
arrangements administered by the ACCC”.

This statement of rationale tends to indicate that the regulated airports were permitted
access to the Minister while the affected RPT carriers were not informed in advance of
the announcement. A media release dated 8 October 2001 from the Board of Airline
Representatives Australia implies there was no prior consultation and it is the fact that the
RAAA also was not consulted.

The Minister indicated it was his opinion that the measures he was announcing were
“consistent with the findings in the Productivity Commission’s draft report on Price
Regulation of Airport Services”. He went on to say that the Government intended to give
further consideration to the prices oversight arrangements at airports in the light of
developments in airport prices and the Productivity Commission’s final report.

Further very significant events have occurred since the Draft Report was issued in August
that impact substantially on much of what has been recommended by you in the Draft
Report. These events include –

•  The catastrophic events of September 11, 2001 in New York and the subsequent
unprecedented and fundamental alterations in market and social behaviour that
have resulted directly and indirectly from those events and their aftermath;

•  The activation of the ANZUS Treaty by Australia on 13 September 2001 by the
Australian Government and the subsequent commitment of Australian materiel
and forces to the US-led war against terrorism on 17 October 2001; these acts will
serve to heighten tensions and to increase costs throughout the aviation sector;

•  The current and pending imposition of expensive new safety and security regimes
at principal airports in Australia and overseas, and in respect of aviation
operations generally;

•  The appointment of Voluntary Administrators in respect of the whole Ansett
group on and after 15 September 2001 entailing an immediate and complete
cessation of operations by all airlines in the group;

•  The partial and temporary success of endeavours by the Voluntary Administrators
of companies within the Ansett group to restart some of the RPT operations on
some of the routes retained by the network;



•  The decision by the Federal Government for market and security reasons to
postpone the privatisation of Kingsford Smith Airport in Sydney to a date to be
determined, which will now be  a date in mid-2002 at the earliest;

•  The imposition of the $10 per ticket levy on all Australia RPT air travel now in
place under the Air Passenger Ticket Levy (Imposition) Act 2001; the obligation
to collect this levy is upon the RPT carriers and it constitutes not only a cost
burden to them but also a disincentive to the travelling public;

•  The proroguing of the Commonwealth Parliament and the calling of the Federal
elections (House of Representatives and half-Senate) to be held on 10 November
2001; this has the effect of creating uncertainty not only during the caretaker
period, but also in respect of Federal aviation policies going forward.

None of these events save, perhaps, the final item could reasonably have been foreseen
by you when you issued the Draft Report.

That fact does not, however, remove from contemplation the prospect that the Final
Report will now take into account the foreseeable economic and social outcomes both
direct and indirect of all these very significant events, and will therefore propose rather
different recommendations from those set out in your Draft Report.

It appears to us that in the interests of good policy this should certainly be the case.

We submit it is also the case that a new Draft Report should be issued now in the light of
all that has subsequently occurred.

In addition to the events enumerated above there are significant and obvious knock-on
effects both economic and social arising from them that must be taken into account as
you prepare the Final Report. These effects include the following –

•  The demise of the Ansett group and network of services has entailed that aviation
services within regional Australia have been severely curtailed and in the case of
many centres will not be taken up by any other operator to the previous extent,
despite the best efforts of the Federal and State governments.

•  The economic plight of the independent regional RPT which were aligned with
Ansett has been adversely affected as they firstly cope with the cost and
inconvenience of the sudden unavailability of the Ansett ‘Merlin’ reservations
system and secondly with the fact that considerable funds belonging to them are
lost within the Ansett financial and reservations systems.

•  The same independent regional RPT operators are incurring cost and delay as
they transfer to the only available alternative namely the Qantas reservations
system where, for understandable commercial reason, they are not receiving
priority treatment. Financial and operational burdens are being imposed on the
independent airlines that they are ill-equipped to bear at this time.

•  While the independent regional RPT carriers are attempting to work with these
financial and operational burdens they are simultaneously deprived of normal



passenger loads by reason of patrons having difficulties in knowing timetables
and in securing reservations, and by the collapse of the Star Alliance frequent
flyer system, as well as by the ‘fear of flying’ factor generated by the events of
September 11 and the uncertainties surrounding the Ansett debacle.

•  The newly-dominant Qantas airlines, in particular those within the QantasLink
regional network, and Virgin Blue are utilizing their unique present opportunity
to reshape their networks and to recast their business plans for their future airline
services in Australia. Generally the preservation or renewal of regional service
networks appear to be low in their order of priorities. This process while not
asserted to be predatory clearly works to the disadvantage of regional centres and
the independent regional RPT carriers, as well as to the disadvantage of the
continuing remnants of the Ansett group.

•  Despite all of these adverse effects the independent regional airlines continue to
be urged to “fill in the gaps” that exist by reason of the demise of the Ansett
group and are using their best efforts to do this for the national good, usually at
some disadvantage to their own best interests.

These several additional effects, which are consequential or indirect outcomes of the
eight significant new factors outlined in the first part of this letter, are all matters which
the Productivity Commission is urged to consider as it works on the Final Report.

All of them when fully analysed and articulated will be understood to have an important
effect on your treatment of the Terms of Reference of your Inquiry. This proposition is
particularly true when viewed in the context of the effect that your recommendations will
necessarily have ‘down the line’ on the owners and users of every licensed airport in
Australia.

For it is the fact that every change in the conditions upon which the regulated airports
may be used by RPT carriers, and the costs that are associated with that use, will continue
to have an immediate and important effect on the conditions and costs attaching to the
use of all other airports throughout Australia regardless of any other factor.

The financial and operational cost of these additional effects cannot be accurately stated
today, mainly because of the proximity in time of the world-changing events which have
fathered them. We do not in this submission attempt to quantify them. You are however
urged to seek expert views, in particular from member airlines of the RAAA and others
within the regional sector of Australia’s aviation industry, in order that you may evaluate
their likely cost and then prioritise the economic and social outcomes that they will
generate.

We strongly submit that it would be appropriate and necessary, in the light of the
significant new factors identified above and the additional effects that arise from them,
for a new Draft Report to be issued to take account of those factors and additional effects.

We submit not only that this course of action would be permissible within the Terms of
Reference for the Inquiry, but also that the Terms of Reference would require such a step
to be taken at this time.



If you were to determine that it is not appropriate to withdraw the Draft Report, then it is
our strong submission that the Final Report that you are now to prepare must take
account of all these new factors and additional effects that we have identified above, in
order both that it can be seen to be complete and that its recommendations can be seen to
reflect good policy.

Yours sincerely

Hugh King
Principal
CEO Collegiate Pty Limited


